Abstract. This paper is concerned with the problem of characterizing those functions of minimum LP-norm on their nth derivative, <=p=<, that sequentially take on the given values (ei). For p = the unique minimizing function is characterized. For p < fairly explicit necessary conditions are given.
(n-1)
We will shortly explain our reasons for considering V <") rather than W ">.
Let e,..., eu be given real fixed data, e # e+, i= 1,. ., N-1. Set =u ={t: t= (t,. ., tu),0 t<. < tu 1}.
For each t u, set w (n) W">(t'e)={f:f6 p f( ti) ei, l, N} for p (1, ] , and V<")(t; e)= {f:f6 V<">,f(ti) e, i= 1,... N}.
The following problems are considered in [2] and [6] "
(n) (1) inf{l[f<">ll,'f w, (t, e)} for p (1, ] , and (2) inf{llll'f v<">(t; e)}. (It is understood that f and in (2) are related as in the definition of V<").) Later we If we replace the extremum problem (2) by the analogous problem where W n) takes the place of Vn), then this is not necessarily the case, i.e., the infimum need not be attained by some f W] "). However, the value of the infimum in (2) , or in (2) with W n) replacing Vn), is the same. This is one reason for considering V n) rather than W]n). A more detailed discussion of this matter can be found in de Boor [2] , and in Fisher and Jerome [5] , [6] .
In this work, we are interested in solutions to the problems (3) inf inf{]lf")]]p f Wp (t; e)} t7 for p (1, oo] , and Before continuing, we note three simple facts.
(I) It suffices to assume that (e-e-l)(e+l-ei) < 0, i= 2, , N-1. This follows from continuity considerations. If, for example, e-l< ei < e+l for some {2,..., n-1}, then we may delete the condition f(t)= e since f will always attain the value ei at some point in (ti_l, ti+).
(II) We may assume that N > n. If N_-< n, then for any choice of ..u, there exists a polynomial q of degree_-< n-1 for which q(t)= ei, i= 1,..., N. Moreover qn)_= 0 and our problem is trivially solved.
(III) We always have t 0 and tN 1. Assume, for example, that tN < for some f which solves (3) or (4) . Set g(x)=f(xtu) for x [0, 1]. Then g is "admissible" in (3) or (4) , and since g(n)(X)--tNf")(XtN), it easily follows that ]lg(n)l-lp < ]]f")l]p for p (1, Do] , with the analogous strict inequality in (4) .
Thus in what follows we will always assume that (a) (e-e_)(e+l-e) <0, i=2,. ., N-1; (b) N> n; (c) tl=0, tu=l.
There always exist functions f Wp n) which solve (3) (orf V Cn) which solve (4)).
The proof of this fact is not difficult and we omit it. It follows from the existence already alluded to in (1) and (2), and from the fact that there exists a t* ..u (and not in EN\"N) for which the left-most infima in (3) or (4) are attained. We will prove that solutions to (3) and (4) must be of a particular form, given by solutions to (1) and (2) , respectively, and must also "oscillate" strictly between the values (ei)N. TO explain what we mean by this latter term, we introduce the following definition.
DEFINITION. Let (e-ei-1)(ei+l-el) < 0, 2, , N-1, and 0= tl <" < tu 1 (2) is unique and is of a particularly simple form (splines of degree n-1 with N-n knots). We again prove a necessary condition for the solution to (4) . Here again both the full characterization and uniqueness is lacking, except in the case n 2 where it is easily seen that every solution to (2) [9] and T6pfer [12] . Physical motivation for this problem comes from problems of geometric curve fitting and design of a trajectory for a robot manipulator (see Marin [9] and T6pfer [12] ). Marin explicitly proved existence and uniqueness for the one-dimensional problem in the case p 2 and n 2.
Here we are dealing with natural cubic splines (solutions of (1)) and we can explicitly calculate the solution. More recently Scherer and Smith [11] dealt with the problem of existence in the multidimensional setting for the case p 2. It is our hope that the one-dimensional problem considered herein will not only be of interest in and of itself but will also provide insight into the multidimensional problem.
Finally it should be noted that generalizations of the results of this paper exist since many of these results are consequences of the underlying total positivity structure of the problem. However, this is not true of all of the results and generally only weaker versions hold. Thus, for example, we might consider an nth order disconjugate differential equation L on [0, 1] , and the problem inr inf (11 Lfll " f W(p'(t; e)} t for p e (1, co] , with an analogue of (4) for p 1. The main result of 2, Theorem 2.2, will hold in an analogous form except that it is not necessary that tl 0, tN 1, or that every optimal f* oscillate strictly between the (e) N on some (t*)lN, but only that f* on [t*, t*+l] take on only values between e and ei+l, i-1,..., N-1. For p 1, and especially p oe, the results are substantially weaker than those obtained herein.
Another generalization that can be dealt with using the techniques of this paper is the following. Consider the problem 
p(l,o).
To understand the solution to (3) we must first consider the problem (1) .
where ai f(i)(O)/i!, =0, 1,. ., n 1, and h =-f" L p.
Let t u be fixed, t =0, tu 1, N n+l. f[t,..., t+,] will denote the nth divided difference off at the points t, , li+n, 1, , N-n. For f W"(t; e), set
When we assume (e-e_)(e+-e) <0, i= 2,..., N-1, it easily follows that EiEi+ < 0, 1, , N-n (since n 1). Applying the nth divided difference at the points t,. ., t+, to f W"(t; e) as in (5), we obtain
where Mi., is a positive multiple (easily computed) of the B-spline of degree n-1 with knots li,''" li+n, i--1,"" ", N-/I. Problem (1) is equivalent to I o (6) inf [Ihll" M,,(y)h(y) dy Ei, i= 1,..., N-n Problem (6) (see de Boor [2] , and Fisher and Jerome [6] ) (and thus (1)) has a unique solution of the form (7) he(Y)--2 biMi.n(y) sgn The following notation will prove useful. For f C[a, hi, let S(f) denote the number of sign changes of f on [a, hi, i.e., S(f) sup {k: a <-xa <. < xk+l <--b, f(x,)f(x+l) <0, i= 1,. ., k}.
Of course, if f is either nonnegative or nonpositive on [a, b], then we set S(f) =0.
Similarly, for a vector x R"\{0}, S-(x) will denote the number of sign changes of the vector x, i.e., S-(x) max {k: _-< i <. < ik+ m, xix!,+ < O, j 1,. , k}, unless x is nonnegative or nonpositive in which case S-(x)= 0. N-, biMi,(x) where the (bi)N-, are as determined by (8).
Let Q(x)= i=1 PROPOSITION 2.1. Q has exactly N-n-1 sign changes on (0,1), and crQ(n-(x)(-1)i>O for x(ti, ti+), i= 1,'", N-l, where cr {-1, 1},fixed.
Proof. It is well known (see, e.g., de Boor [3] 
Since S-((b, , bN-n)) N-n 1, it follows that Q has at most N-n 1 sign changes on (0, 1). Assume Q has k sign changes on (0, 1). Then
has k sign changes on (0, 1). Let 0= o < 1 <" < k+l 1 [7] ), we have S-((E, ,-.., _)) N min {rank (A) 1, S-(-, ,..., (-1)+ )}.
Since N+I < 0, 1, , N-n 1, it follows that the left-hand side equals N-n 1 and that N-n N k Therefore k N-n 1 and Q has exactly N-n 1 sign changes on (0, ).
Since k=N-n-1, we have that S-((b,...,b_))=N-n-1, and thus b(-1)>0, i= 1,..., N-n, for some e{-1, 1}, fixed. It is well known that the (n-1)st derivative of M.(x) strictly alternates in sign as we go from (t, t+) to (t+, t+), j 1, , + n 2. In particular, .
>0, xe(t,t+), j=i,...,i+n-1. Thus for x e (t,
M(-(x)0 on (t, t+) for some i, it follows that Since b0 for all i, and .._, (-1)Q(-(x) > 0 on (t, t+), j 1,..., N-1. This proves the proposition.
With the above proposition we easily prove the following theorem.
ToM 2.2. Letp(1, ), and let f*e W be a solution of (3) . ere exists a t* (t,. ., t), 0 t <. < t 1 such that f* e W ( e). Furthermore,
where 1/p+ 1/q= 1, M. is a positive multiple of the B-spline of degree n-with knots On the basis of the above result, it is natural to ask whether the solution to (3) is unique, and in particular, whether there is a unique function satisfying (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.2. Marin [9] showed by construction that there is a unique function satisfying (a) and (b) in the particular case n =p 2.
Remark. For the case n 1, it is easily seen that every solution to (1) 
j-----I Ij=l
Note that this unique choice is independent of p (1, c). 3 . p=oo. For fixed 0=t<...<tu=l, N>n>=2, and (e-e_)(e+-e)<0, i=2,..., N-l, the problem (1) for p =o, i.e., (9) inf{]]f(")]]: f W)(t; e)}, may have many solutions. There is always at least one. solution of particular interest. It is a perfect spline of degree n with exactly N-n -1 knots, i.e., a function P of the
where o 0 < : <. < u-,-1 < ,-, 1 (see, e.g., Karlin [
8]). Note that [P(")(x)] [c[ for all x
The main idea used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 does not carry over to the case p since the g* constructed therein is generally identically equal to the f*. However, much research has been done on perfect splines and we will use some of those results to prove not only an analogue of Theorem 2.2, but also the uniqueness of our solution.
We first state two deep results due to Bojanov. Recall that we always assume that N> n->2 and (ei-ei_l)(ei+l-ei)<O, i=2,'' ", N-1. THEOREM 3.1 (Bojanov [1] (3) , and Ilf()ll-IlP*("ll, then it necessarily follows that f W)(t*; e).
We next prove thatf'( t/*) =0, i=2,... N-for anyf as above Assumef'(t.*) 0 forsomej{2,...,S-1}.Replacetbysj(t_,t+)sothatifgW),-g(t*i =ei, i=1,..., N, i#j, and g(sj)=f(s), then g attains the value e at least twice in (t-l, t+l), and g is "admissible" in (3). Let P be a perfect spline of degree n with N-n-1 knots such that P(t*) eg, i= 1,. ., N, j, and P(s) =f(s). Then P P*. Assume f P*. Thenf P* on (t, t.+l) for somej{1,..., N-l}. Since (P*-f)(t)=0, i=j, j+l, (P*-f)'(x) must change sign on (t, t+l). Thus for >0, suciently small, (P*-(1-)f)'(x) has a sign change in (t, t+). Furthermore
, it follows from Rolle's theorem that (P*-(1-)f)(")(x) has at least N-n sign changes on [0, 1]. But P*(")(x), and thus (P* (1 g)f)(")(x), has exactly N n 1 sign changes thereon. This contradiction proves the theorem.
Remark. For N n + 1, P* is the unique polynomial of degree n that satisfies P*(t) ei, 1, , n + 1, and P*'(t) 0, 2, , n. Such polynomials have been considered previously (see, e.g., Davis [4] and Mycielski and Paszkowski [10] ). It seems that it was not previously noted that such polynomials satisfy an extremal property with respect to their nth derivative.
Remark. In the case n both Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are valid. However, the proofs are somewhat different. The unique solution is identical for all p e (1, ] (see the remark at the end of 2), and is a perfect spline with knots (t)-1. 4 . p 1. We first considerin some detail solutions to (2) forfixed0 tl < t_<. < tN 1 with N> n =>2 and (ei-ei_l)(ei+l-ei) <0, i=2, , N-1. We recall that f v(n)(t; e)if n-1 (10) f(x)= E ai xi + i=0 Io +n--1
where II ll < and f(t)= e,, i= 1,..., N. We are concerned with the problem (11) min (1111" fe V(n)(t; e)t where is associated with f as in (10 Without loss of generality, we normalize h so that h I1 1. Before showing how we use h to construct a solution to (12) , let us consider h and the points of equi-oscillation (soi) -n in more detail. Assume n =>3. By construction h has at least N-n-1 sign changes. From Proposition 2.1 and the proof thereof, it follows that h has exactly N-n-1 sign changes, h i,j= is TP, it follows that this matrix is nonsingular and thus i e (ti, t/,), i=l,..., N-n. However, we wish to prove more, namely, ie(t+, t/,_), i= 1,..., N-n. To this end we use Rolle's theorem and the fact that h'()=0, i= 1,..., N-n. Since n3, h' is continuous and vanishes on ( 
where suppM,_l=(ti, t+,_), i=l,...,N-n+l. If h'()=0 for some (0,1){,...,_,}, then by setting {l,''',s-+l} ={l,''',s-,} where 0 < <. < _+ < 1, it follows from (iv) that t < < ti+n_l, 1, , N n + 1.
But this implies that h' 0, which is a contradiction.
We can now construct a unique solution to (11 (11) .
Proo Let t be as given above. Such a t exists and is unique since (M is nonsingular. Since E(-1)>O, i=1,...,N-n for some {-1, 1}, fixed, it follows from the total positivity of (M,, ( We now turn our attention to the problem as stated in (4), namely, (13)
From Theorem 4.2 we know that any solution must be of the specific form given therein. We will prove that any solution must also oscillate strictly between the (ei) s on some (6) . For n-2, this result is simple, and yet disappointing. For any t..N, tl=O<t2<...<t=l, construct t and the associated f(x)= ao+ alx + Yf=-2 bj(x-)+. As noted earlier tj+,j 1,.. N-2. Since (ei-e_) (e+l-e) < 0, 2, , N-1, it is easily seen that for any choice oft ''N,f oscillates strictly between the (e) on (6) . Thus our result clearly holds, but obviously this condition is not sufficient in (13). However, it is possible, by calculation, to verify that the solution to (13) is unique.
We now turn our attention to the case n ->_ 3. Here it is unclear as to whether the following necessary conditions are also sufficient for a solution to (13), and also as to whether uniqueness holds. THEOREM 4.3. Let n >--3 and let f* be any solution to (13). There exists a t*= (t*, '', t), O= t* <" < t* 1 such that f* V(")(t*; e). Furthermore, (b) f* oscillates strictly between the (ei) on (t*i )..satisfies (f*-g)(t*)=O, i= 1,..., N, iS k, and (f*--g)(Sk)>O. The conditions t*+l<:i<t*+n_l, i=l,...,N-n, easily imply that f*-g vanishes only at (t*)=l.,j. Thus, in particular, (f*--g)(t*k)>O. It remains to prove that f* is strictly monotone on Its*, t*+l] for each i= 1, , N-1. Using the fact that t*/ < : < t*+n_, 1, , N-n, it follows that f*'(x) has no zeros in [0, other than t*,. , t*_l. Thus f* oscillates strictly between the (e,) v on (t/*). I-i
